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Adopt ‘reduced complexity’ modeling 
approach sometimes used in studies of 
fluid-sediment interaction 

Liang, 2012 

Objectives / goals 

Develop simple model of slurry dynamics (‘morphodynamics’) 
with a minimum number of free parameters 
 

Emphasize slurry interaction with bed and overlying fluids 
 

Model potentially useful as a tool in tailings-basin design and 
planning of depositional strategies 
 

Focus on first-order predictions of: 
•  Flow thickness 
•  Slurry run-out length / arrival time 
•  Overall flow geometry and basin-filling rates 



glaciers / ice sheets 

Motivation 

Similarity to free surface profiles 
from natural gravity-driven flows 

Photo: Gary Parker turbidity currents 

‘Bullnose’ free-surface profiles of 
inline flocculated MFT field trials 



Conceptual model / theory 

Simplifying assumption: Slurry flow maintains an ‘equilibrium’ state 
Boundary shear stress (τb) ~ yield stress (τy) of the slurry 

∆𝜌𝑔ℎ(𝑆− 𝜕ℎ/𝜕𝑥 )= 𝜏↓𝑦  
Force balance 

ℎ(𝑠,𝑡)=0 Condition at toe 

τb 

Similar in spirit to ‘static’ 
equilibrium analyses of 
Soleimani et al. (2013) 
and Li (2014) 



Conceptual model / theory 

•  We focused on transient slurry behavior 

•  Slurry expands in response to upstream feed, qso(t) 

•  Flow is in a quasi-equilibrium state 

•  Shut off feed (qso → 0) and flow stalls 

Approach best suited to thin (h << L), non-channelized flows 

‘lubrication theory’ 



How does this model operate? 

At any time t, integrate force balance upstream from toe 

More complicated basement topography requires 
numerical integration of force balance 

Uniform-flow thickness 

ℎ↓𝑢 = 𝜏↓𝑦 /Δ𝜌𝑔𝑆  

𝜆= ℎ↓𝑢 /𝑆  ‘Backwater’ length 
(‘bullnose’ length) 

hu 

Uniform slope → 
analytical solution 

ℎ/ℎ↓𝑢  +𝑙𝑛(1− ℎ/ℎ↓𝑢  )= 1/𝜆 (𝑥−𝑠) 



Where do we put the toe? s(t) = ? 

‘Moving-boundary’ problem 

Solution requires additional constraint to locate toe: 
Global mass conservation 

•  Closure condition 
•  Iterate to find toe 
•  Semi-analytical technique 

𝑞↓𝑠𝑜 (𝑡)= 𝑑/𝑑𝑡 ∫0↑𝑠(𝑡)▒ℎ(𝑥,𝑡)𝑑𝑥  

•  We know condition at toe (h=0) 
•  Toe position unknown a priori 
•  Moving-boundary problem 

At any time t… 



Model predictions: 
Effect of slope 2% slope 

 

hu ~ 0.3 m 
λ ~ 15 m Parameters: 

•  qso = 5⋅10-3 m2/s 
•  τy = 75 Pa 
•  flow duration = 30 min 
•  3 minute timelines 

1% slope 
 

hu ~ 0.6 m 
λ ~ 60 m 

0.5% slope 
 

hu ~ 1.2 m 
λ ~ 240 m 

ℎ↓𝑢 = 𝜏↓𝑦 /Δ𝜌𝑔𝑆  𝜆= ℎ↓𝑢 /𝑆  

Steep slope = thin flow, 
short ‘bullnose’ 

At end of pour, ratio of λ to 
basin length controls ratio 
of surface slope to 
basement slope 



Model skill: Comparison to inline flocculated MFT field data 

qso tuned slightly to 
account for flow 
expansion and 
trapping in spill box 

Slope = 1.7% 
τy = 75 Pa 
 
hu ~ 0.35 m 
λ ~ 20 m 

Model captures first-order behavior: Curvature, flow thickness, run-out length 
 

Misses (slightly) the upstream flow thickness 



Model skill: 
Comparison to laboratory data for a series of TT pours 

Note interaction of 
flow with underlying 
bed (previous pour) 

Slope = 3.0% 
τy = variable 

 (70 – 90 Pa) 
 

hu ~ 0.25 m 
λ ~ 8 m 

Pours #2 and #3: 
Toe encounters 
downstream 
boundary (wall) 



Finite cell size: Boundary effects 

Interaction of toe with boundary: 
•  Slurry thickens (fed by qso) 
•  Profile flattens (depth-slope product) 
•  ‘Free boundary’ problem 

Limit case: Flat bottomed cell 

•  hu not defined 
•  slurry builds its driving slope 

profiles 

Parameters: 
•  qso = 10-3 m2/s 
•  τy = 75 Pa 
•  flow duration = 80 min 
•  400 s timelines 

Fully analytical solution allows 
determination of filling time 

𝑠(𝑡)= [3/2 𝑞↓𝑠𝑜 𝑡√∆𝜌𝑔/2
𝜏↓𝑦   ]↑2∕3   



Slurry interaction with bed and overlying fluids 

Subaerial beach: 1% slope; subaqueous beach: 5% slope 
5 m thick MFT layer (1050 kg/m3); 15 m water cap; TT density 1200 kg/m3 

Parameters: 
•  qso = 1 m2/s 
•  τy = 70 Pa 
•  flow duration = 9 hours 
•  30 minute timelines 

•  Thin subaerial flow; thicker subaqueous flow 
•  Non-uniform flow at shoreline, MFT/water contact, & base of BBW 
•  Potentially useful tool in basin design and depositional planning 



(Quasi) 3D applications 

Parameters: 
•  Qso = 0.3 m3/s 
•  τy = 75 Pa 
•  flow duration = 10 min 
•  1 minute timelines 

•  hu not defined 
•  slurry builds its driving slope 

Flat-bottomed basin 
Single slurry feed point 

Fully analytical 
solution 

𝑠(𝑡)= [15/4𝜋 𝑄↓𝑠𝑜 𝑡√
∆𝜌𝑔/2𝜏↓𝑦   ]↑2∕5   

profiles 

Ongoing work: 
•  Introduce sloping basement  

•  (Destroys radial symmetry) 
•  Multiple feed points & rates 
•  Analyze interference patterns 



Summary 

Special thanks to Shell Canada for data and financial support 

•  Simple quasi-equilibrium model (basal shear stress ~ yield stress) 

•  Model interacts with bed and overlying fluids and predicts slurry 
morphodynamics (flow thickness, length, surface slope, etc.) 

•  Limited data suggest model captures first-order slurry behavior 

•  Model potentially useful in tailings-basin design 

•  Simplified approach might serve as a point of departure for more 
sophisticated theory (channelization, thixotropy, water release…) 


